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1. Purpose
BALTECH-Expert software is intended for the expert assessment of machinery
reliability

Reliability is the property of an object to maintain over time, within a given range,
the values of all parameters characteristic of its ability to perform required functions
in predetermined modes of operation and conditions of use, maintenance, storage
and transportation.
The expert assessment of reliability is made on the basis of data obtained by the
monitoring of critical parameters of machines conducted by BALTECH systems:
BALTECH VP-3470 Vibrometer-balancer,
•

BALTECH VP-3460 Vibrometer-tachometer-balancer-thermometer,

•

BALTECH VP series vibrometers,

•

BALTECH SA-L laser system for shaft alignment,

•

BALTECH SA-4300 system for shaft alignment with digital indicators,

•

BALTECH SA-4400 laser system for shaft and machine train alignment,

•

BALTECH SA-4600 shaft alignment system,

•

BALTECH TR series infrared cameras.

For data systematization, storage and analysis use BALTECH-Expert software. The
software allows you to display the full picture (only with the integrated use of
BALTECH company systems) of machinery condition.
In order to achieve the key objective, the following functions have been implemented
in the software:
1. creating a database with a multi-level structure of monitored objects;
2. creating measurement routes;
3. loading routes to your instruments;
4. unloading data after making route and off-route measurements;
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5. manual data entry;
6. viewing data archive, including waveforms and spectra;
7. assessment of the equipment, including the use of spectral masks, at all levels
of the hierarchy;
8. viewing and analyzing vibration trends as well as trends of any other additional
parameters;
9. importing alignment reports;
10. importing balancing reports;
11. import and analysis of thermograms;
12. printing reports on all types of measurements (vibration, alignment, balancing,
thermography);
13. making and viewing charts of random data sets.

Purpose
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2. Runtime Environment
2.1. Computer Hardware Requirements
For correct installation and optimal performance it is recommended to use computer
that meets next hardware and system requirements.
Table 1. Computer Hardware Requirements

Operating systems
Processor speed
RAM
Network*
Screen resolution
USB
Data-storage medium
Free disk space

Windows XP Professional SP2 и SP3,
Windows 7 Professional SP1, Windows 7 Ultimate,
Windows 7 Enterprise, Windows 8 Professional
1.5 GHz or higher
2 GB or more
Ethernet (TCP/IP protocol)
XGA (1024 x 768) or higher
USB 2.0 port is required for data exchange with
instruments
CD-DVD drive for a distribution disk
1 GB and more for database storage

*Needed in case of network server installation

1) A network is required for the distributed organization of work, when the database
server is installed on a separate computer.
2) Required free space parameter purports the increase in the size of database
when working for a long time.
However depending on volumes of data storing in the databases with years more
space could be required. The user shall be responsible for monitoring the availability
of sufficient free space.

2.2. User Requirements
The nature of presentation of this and other manuals of BALTECH software assumes
that the operator, who is a user of MS Windows operating system, has basic skills
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of work in the system.
Independent installation and re-installation of software components related to
databases, configuring the distributed work, as well as database archiving and
copying, need advanced computer skills, such as administration of the Windows
operating system and database server.
The user, who has only basic skills of work with the Windows operating system, if
he needs to take installation steps described in sections 4 and 5 of the software
installation manual, is recommended to ask for support from the IT specialists.

Runtime Environment
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3. Software Run
3.1. Installation of Software
The software installation process may be divided into three stages:
1. MySQL DBMS installation;
2. BALTECH-Expert software installation;
3. connection between software and DBMS.
The installation process is described in details in the installation manual. During the
installation it is important to respect the sequence in which individual components
should be installed. The main rule is that the BALTECH-Expert software itself should
be installed last.

3.2. Software Launching
The software is launched by the standard means of the system and does not require
any special procedures. To launch the software, use the shortcut icon created on the
Windows desktop. The software can be launched from the Start menu, as well as
from the software installation directory (default path to the directory is ‘C:\Program
Files (x86)\BALTECH-Expert’.

3.3. Getting Started
After launching the software, the logon dialog box will appear for entering User
Name and Password required for the access to the DB. Select the loaded DB name
in DSN line.

RESOURCE DB is only an example intended to familiarize the user with the
software. Before getting started, it is necessary to create a new DB (see Creating
new database).
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Figure 1. Logon Dialog Box

3.4. Main Stages of Software Operation
The software operation includes the following stages:
Creating DB
Use the export/import functions to create your own database.
Configuration
Configuration includes creation of a hierarchical structure of data storage,
establishment of thresholds for evaluating the reliability of the machinery to be
diagnosed.
Data Loading
Data loading is a transfer of measured values from the various measurement systems
and instruments to the database.
Analysis of Data
Analysis of data is a work with the graphical representation of previously loaded
data.
Making Reports
Making reports is possible both for selected areas of analysis and the entire Machinery
or Department as a whole.

Software Run
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4. User Interface
The software has a standard interface and control elements. When working with the
software, both PC keyboard and mouse pointing device may be used.
The software main control tools are:
1. context menu called up by right-clicking;
2. dialog boxes called up by commands;
3. toolbars with buttons.

4.1. Main Window
When launching the BALTECH-Expert software, the main window opens in which the
following main tools can be seen:
ribbon with control buttons that replaces the main menu and the toolbars;
equipment window wherein hierarchical equipment tree navigation is carried out;
route window which is displayed when the Route tab is enabled in the general
settings;
result view window - main work space containing the mnemonic equipment scheme;
status bar;
main work space header.
The header displays data about the current equipment tree node, with which work
is going on, in the result view window. Unlike the equipment window and the route
window, which can be hidden or displaced as floating palettes outside the main
window, the header is always present above the result view window.
Figure below shows the main window when RESOURCE database is launched with a
normal arrangement of areas and an alternative main window.
When you close the software, the position of all open windows will be stored in the
active database to used at the next launch.
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Figure 2. Main Window

1. Ribbon.
2. Header.
3. Equipment Window.
4. Result View Window.
5. Route Window.
6. Status bar.

User Interface
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4.2. Ribbon
The ribbon replaces traditional menus and toolbars. When making general settings,
the user can choose an alternative ribbon style.

Figure 3. Ribbon Styles

1. MS Windows style.
2. AUI style.
The ribbon includes two tabs: General, Data and tool to open About dialog box ( ).
The General tab contains tools that will be most demanded during the software
operation.

Figure 4. General Tab Tools

For the user’s convenience the tools are arranged in groups: Bookmarks, Equipment
tree, Mnemo, Routes, Help. The purpose of each tool is specified in the table below.
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Table 2. General Tab Tool Purpose

Group
Bookmarks

Equipment tree
Mnemonic scheme

Tool
Add
Delete
Rename
Expand
Collapse
Report
Edit Mode
Restore

Routes

Unload

Help

Help

Purpose
Add new bookmark
Delete bookmark
Rename bookmark
Expand tree
Collapse tree
Summary report for the tree
Change of indicators on the
Department or Machinery diagram
Load routes into the device
installed by default
Unload the device installed by
default
Opening the help window

The Data tab contains tools for the work with database and general settings.

Figure 5. Data Tab Tools

For the user’s convenience the tools are arranged in groups: Database, Settings.
The purpose of each tool is specified in the table below.
Table 3. Data Tab Tool Purpose

Group
Database

Settings

Tool
Backup
Restore
Settings
Images
Icons
Acquisition
Alarms

User Interface

Purpose
Save database backup file
Load database
Opens general settings dialog box
Opens image dialog box
Opens icon dialog box
Opens data acquisition settings
dialog box
Opens alarm level settings dialog
box
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4.3. Equipment Window
The equipment window is designed for database navigation. The equipment window
includes one or more tabs called Bookmarks. Each Bookmark contains a hierarchal
structure of data storage.
The hierarchal structure represents a “tree” consisting of different data storage
levels (nodes). Two types of levels are represented in the hierarchal structure:
Department and Machinery.
The root node in the hierarchal structure will be always related to the Department
type. The nodes of Machinery type will always be a part of the Department type
nodes.
An example of hierarchy building: Plant (Department level)-Workshop (Department
level)-Fan (Machinery level).

Figure 6. Equipment Window

1. Bookmark.
2. Root node.
3. Department level.
4. Machinery level.
To move along the equipment tree, you can use both the mouse or cursor control
keys (<Up>, <Down>), while keys (<Left>, <Right>) allow you to respectively
expand or collapse the tree branch. To go to the next level, you can double-click
on the respective item in the right window. The current position in the tree will be
automatically synchronized.
16
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All commands (e.g. ‘Copy’, ‘Delete’ etc.) apply to the chosen item of the tree.
Apart from the node names, the current node statuses are also displayed in the tree
as icons.
- good
- satisfactory
- unacceptable
- not available (no measurements)

4.4. Result View Window
The result view window is usually located directly under the main window header.
The header contains the name and the description of the current equipment with
which the work is conducted in the result view window.
The result view windows may look different depending on the current node level
selected in the equipment tree. One common thing, both when working with
Department level and Machinery level, is visualization of the results of the equipment
tree node status on the mnemonic scheme.
When viewing the results on the Machinery level, technology tabs become available
in addition to Scheme that display control points. Depending on what technology
tabs is checked on in the General settings result windows represent stored data in
next tabs: Routes, Off-Route, Balancing, Alignment, Thermography, Others.

User Interface
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Figure 7. Result View Window with Department Diagram (Mnemonic Scheme)

1. Header.
2. Child node indicator.
3. Pointer.
4. Tooltip.

Figure 8. Result View Window with Machinery Diagram (Mnemonic Scheme)

1. Header.
2. Child node indicator.
3. Pointer.
4. Tooltip.
5. Technology tabs.
In the mnemonic scheme display area, child node indicators are displayed. For the
equipment Machinery level, control point indicators are displayed on the mnemonic
scheme. The indicators include the equipment status icon, the last measurement
result and the node name or ID. If you point the mouse cursor over the indicator,
18
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a pop-up help will appear which contains a description of the node, measurement
unit of the value displayed in the indicator, and explanation of the node status. The
equipment status is assessed by the ‘worst’ control point status.
The following control point indicator properties are editable by the user: Name,
Output format, Font and Background color. When editing the equipment indicator
properties, you can change only the indicator font and background color. The
property editing is carried out in a separate dialog box called from the indicator
context menu.
The indicator position on the mnemonic scheme and the indicator pointer can be
configured. To activate the mode of mnemonic scheme editing, you should activate
the respective tool on the ribbon.
When the EditMode button in the Mnemo group is on, the user has an access to the
following steps of the mnemonic scheme control:
•

double-clicking on the indicator produces the opening of indicator properties
dialog box;

•

indicator drag-and-drop across the mnemonic scheme display area;

•

setting of indicator pointer by double-clicking on the required location of the
mnemonic scheme.

When the EditMode button in the Mnemo group is off, the user can control the
equipment tree navigation by executing the following mouse operations in the area
of mnemonic scheme display:
•

double-clicking on the equipment indicator is similar to the selection of this node
in the equipment window - go to the machinery;

•

double-clicking on the control point indicator produces the opening of this point
trend line;

•

double-clicking on the mnemonic scheme display area - go to upper level on the
equipment tree.

User Interface
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4.5. Route Window
The route window is intended for work with routes. Created routes are displayed as
a list. Double-clicking on the line allows you to load the route to the device. To load
a number of routes you should select several lines while holding down Shift or Ctrl
key, and use the respective command from the context menu or Load button in the
Routes group of the Ribbon.

Figure 9. Route Window
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5. Creating New Database
To create a new database, use the functions of database export and import. To
create a new database, fulfill the following operations:
• Database export
1. Launch the software on selecting the database from which the new database will
be formed;

When you launch the software for the first time, use the RESOURCE database as
an initial database.

Never use the RESOURCE database as your own database, since when the software
is updated this database could be refreshed automatically, and all the changes you
have made in the RESOURCE database will be lost.

Creating New Database
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2. Choose the Data tab on the Ribbon and press the Backup button;

Figure 10. Database Saving Window

3. Select the path where to export the database as SQL-file on the computer and
enter the new database name in the File Name line. Press the Save button to
start Export operation. The program will confirm the success of database storage
by a pop-up dialog box.

Figure 11. Database Export Complete

Having a copy of the database as backup file the new database could be created by
importing for further work.
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• Database import
1. To import the database, use the Restore button in the Data tab;
2. Navigate in the Load SQL Dialog box to the folder with previously saved SQL
files. Select required file with database backup and press the Open button;

Figure 12. Load SQL File Dialog

3. Enter a name to the new imported database;

Figure 13. Create New Database

Creating New Database
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If the name entered is known DSN then existing Database with this Name will be
replace by its backup version. Otherwise new Database will be added to the DB
Server and new DSN registered.

Figure 14. Database Import Complete

4. Close the program and re-launch it on choosing the name created in item 3 in
the DSN field.

Login and Password remain the same for all the Databases.
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6. Configuration
Following the new database creation, you should make general settings of the
software, establish a hierarchy of data storage and set thresholds for the assessment
of the equipment reliability, set parameters for signal acquisition when making route
measurements.

6.1. General Settings
For the general settings, select the Settings item in the Data tab of the Ribbon.
The general settings are divided in 3 groups:
1. General:
•

Default collector

•

Default alignment device

•

Default InfraRed device

•

Chart auto scaling

2. Appearance:
•

Ribbon bar style

•

Tool icon size

•

Tree icon size

•

Indicator opaque (0-100%)

3. Technology tabs:
•

Tab icon size

•

Routes

•

Off-route

•

Balancing

•

Alignment

•

Thermography

•

Others

Configuration
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Figure 15. BALTECH-Expert Settings Dialog Box
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6.2. Configuring Department Type Node
To conduct route measurements using the BALTECH VP-3470 device, acquisition
parameter sets are assigned to the vibration monitoring points.
Use the Acquisition tool on the Data tab to set the acquisition parameters.
The sets stored in the database are displayed as a list in the acquisition parameter
sets window. A number of sets are created in the RESOURCE database, which can
be used as initial sets when creating your own sets.

Figure 16. Acquisition Parameter Sets Window

After selecting an available set, you can delete it or change it by using the respective
buttons of parameter settings window. Double-clicking on the line with the set is
identical to pressing the Change button. When Add button is pressed, the current
selected set will be used as a template to fill out the fields of the new set. When
adding or changing the parameter set, a new Acquisition parameter set window will
be displayed.

Configuration
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Figure 17. Changing Acquisition Parameter Set

The acquisition parameter set change window consists of two group boxes of
settings: General settings and Acquisition settings.
The general settings group box includes the fields:
Name (the set name will be later displayed in the dropdown lists to select a set when
configuring machine points);
Description (additional comment);
Input (selection of signal type: direct Initial signal or filtered Envelope signal);
Window (selection of the type of weighting function is applied to plot the spectrum).
The acquisition parameter settings group directly specifies the data set settings:
Freq range (Hz) - frequency range for analysis,
BPF filter (Hz) - average frequency of envelope filter,
Length - number of counts in waveform, N averages,
Synchro start - trigger start of measurement by tachometer pulse.
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6.3. Hierarchical Structure Formation
Hierarchy is an order of subordination of lower elements to higher elements, their
organization in a structure of tree type.
Three types of levels are used in the hierarchy: Bookmark, Department and Machine.
The software allows you creating a number of hierarchical equipment trees in one
database. For this purpose, the function of bookmarks is used. Bookmark is a specific
classification of Department type nodes. It is shown as a tab on the Equipment
window. Each bookmark will have its own tree with different nodes.
Before to form a hierarchical structure, you should:
1. Сreate at least one bookmark in the Equipment window,
2. Сreate a root node in the new bookmark.

When being created, each single node should be individually configured.
The ribbon contains Bookmark group on General tab with Add, Delete and Rename
buttons.
Press Add button and enter the new bookmark name in the dialog box.

Figure 18. New Bookmark

To configure a new tree node, follow the steps below:
1. If the root node has not been created yet, select Create Root Node item in
the context menu of the equipment tree panel. When creating a child node,
you should select the Add Node item in the context menu of the Department
type tree node. You can add either a new Department node of lower rank (e.g.

Configuration
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workshop to plant, section to workshop), or a node of Machinery level. To create
a new node in the equipment window, instead of the context menu you can use
the <Insert> key (Only when Department node is selected or tree is empty).
2. After selecting the new node type, enter the necessary parameters in the new
dialog box depending on the node type, and press OK button.
The new node will appear in the equipment tree. The entered node parameters
can be edited at any time by selecting Configure item in the context menu. You can
call the equipment settings dialog box by double-clicking on the tree node or by
<Enter> key after node is selected.
Any tree node can be copied to another place of the tree. To copy the equipment,
select Copy item in the node context menu. Select the new node of Department
level wherein the copy needs to be created, and call Paste item in the context menu
of this node. To copy the Department level node with all the child nodes, use Deep
Copy item in the context menu of this node.
For copying and pasting you can use key combinations, standard for many programs:
<Ctrl+C> - copy
<Ctrl+V> - paste
To delete the node, use Delete item in the node context menu, or <Delete> key on
selecting node.
Context menu for a node of Department type is shown below.

Figure 19. Node Context Menu
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A more detailed description of configuration of each database tree level can be
found in the next sections.
6.3.1. Configuring Department Type Node
When creating a new Department type node, the following dialog box will open.

Figure 20. Create Department Dialog Box

You should enter the name of department in this dialog box; additionally, you can
add your comments to the Desc field and select an icon and a image. The icon
and the department name are displayed in the equipment window as a node of
the hierarchical tree. When selecting the department in the hierarchical tree, the
comments and the image will be displayed in the result view window.
The image can be selected by using the button located in the image name entry
line. The software has its own database of images and icons that can be expanded
optionally. The image can be of any of four formats *.bmp, *.gif, *.png or *.jpg. The
size of the image should not exceed 1 MB. Additionally, you can enter any data as Parameter-Value in the bottom part of the
window.

Configuration
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Figure 21. Configure Department Dialog Box

After department is configured, you can change the entered parameters by pressing
<Enter> key, having previously selected the respective node on the tree, or select
Configure item in the context menu.
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6.3.2. Configuring Machinery Type Node
When creating a new node of Machinery type, the next dialog box will open.

Figure 22. Create Machinery Dialog Box

In this dialog box you should enter the name of machine; additionally, you can
enter your comments (desc field) and select an icon. The Name, the Icon and the
Comments as well as the Image will be shown the same way as with Department
node.The image for Machinery type node can be selected on the Image tab. Besides,
a great number of various parameters are a part of machine properties. For your
convenience they are divided into groups displayed in the respective tabs. Let us
discuss these parameters in detail.
General Group
ID - character machine identifier; it is used when creating routes. When work with
BALTECH VP-3460 it should not exceed 5 characters but for BALTECH VP-3470 it
could be up to 15 characters. This parameter is mandatory, i.e. the program will not
allow creating a machine with blank ID field.

Configuration
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Identifier number, Factory number, Vendor, Output date, Life time, Repair
period are parameters not mandatory to be filled in. Their functions are obvious
from their names.

Masters Group
In this group you can set masters responsible for the work with equipment.

Figure 23. Create Machinery Dialog Box, Masters Group

Limits Group
To every vibration monitoring point one test parameter is created - a RMS value
of overall vibration in 10-1000 Hz frequency band. In Limits group the parameter
measurement settings common for all points are specified.
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Figure 24. Create Machinery Dialog Box, Limits group

Standard could be used used for the determination of thresholds. For nonstandard equipment, the thresholds and the type of measured signal could be
entered manually. For equipment corresponding to one of the standards, the signal
type selection and the thresholds are determined automatically when selecting the
equipment class, and they cannot be edited.
AVS is type of measured vibration signal: acceleration, vibration velocity, vibration
displacement. For assessment of the machine condition a root-mean-square (RMS)
of selected value is used.
Machine class is one of the classes according to the corresponding standard.
The class determines thresholds for determining the condition (see below). The
thresholds for the classes are determined by standard. If the standard gives different
thresholds depending on the type of support, the class list has a number of items
with one class number. In this case you should carefully read the comment about to
which equipment this class is related.

Configuration
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Warning level and alarm level are thresholds for determining the condition of
machine. When using the standard, the threshold levels are set automatically when
selecting the machine class.
Turning speed is an optional parameter. It is recommended to specify Turning
speed according to machine nameplate.
In the bottom panel a short description of the selected machine class is displayed.
Control Points Group

Figure 25. Create Machinery Dialog Box, Control Points Group

Number of points is a number of vibration measurement points for this machine
(1-40). The number of measurement points can be increased (not decreased) when
editing the machine properties afterwards.
Beneath there is the table of point properties. The number of lines in the table is set
automatically when changing Number of Points parameter or when using Template
button for a new machine.
The settings of each point are made in a separate dialog box, which is called by
Edit Point Setting button. To provide compatibility and simplicity, some parameters
36
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may be still edited directly in the table. For the ease of setting, such parameters as
Waveform, Spectrum (including the envelope) may be implemented for all points at
once on the pattern of selected point when pressing Copy button.
When configuring the machine points, you can select acquisition parameter sets
which will be assigned to the points by default.
You can specify unique settings to individual points.

Figure 26. Control Point Settings Dialog Box

ID is a character point identifier; it is used when creating routes. It should not
exceed 3 characters when work with BALTECH VP-3460 otherwise it could be up to
7 characters. This parameter is mandatory, i.e. the program will not allow creating
a machine with blank ID field.
Description here is in fact the name of the control point.
RPM factor allows to specify RPM of this point as a factor of machine turning speed
Configuration
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(for example, in reduction gears, belt drives etc.)
Antifriction Bearing can be bound to the point. There is table in example ‘RESOURCE’
database with more than 1000 types of bearings.. The bearing binding allows
displaying fault frequencies of this bearing on the spectra (and envelope spectra).
Note that the frequencies are displayed only if the rotational velocity was measured
or was set manually (see previous screen).
Optional RPM factor allows to specify one additional fault frequency of this point
as a factor of machine turning speed (e.g. gear mesh in the gearbox, vane pass
frequency for pumps etc.). A name for the optional RPM factor may be specified by
the user or selected from the pre-specified names.
Raw signal allows choosing one of the signal acquisition parameter sets.
Waveform allows choosing the storing option for the waveform in the database for
further viewing and analysis.
Spectrum allows selecting the storing option for the spectrum in the database.
The spectrum masking technique can also be used in addition to overall RMS value
for machine condition assessment. The Spectrum without Mask allows storing only
measured spectra in the database. If masks and its thresholds are configured then
it will be possible to use this masks for spectrum. As example in the ‘RESOURCE’
database mask named ‘Spectrum with Mask’ could be choosen to perform advanced
technical condition assessment. The spectral mask thresholds for the determination
of technical condition can be edited by the user.
Envelope allows choosing one of the signal acquisition parameter sets for enveloping
technique.
Envelope waveform allows choosing the storing option for the envelope waveform
in the database.
Envelope spectrum allows choosing the storing option for the envelope spectrum
in the database.
For user’s convenience and to speed up the process of setting the control point
properties, there is a possibility to select a machine template from the standard
set of machinery configurations, e.g. Motor-pump with a prepared set of control
38
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points. To select the template, press Templates button. Choose the most suitable
configuration for the machine in the displayed dialog box:

If ‘Default’ is choosen as Raw Signal and Envelope options for control point, then
acqusition sets specified for the whole Machinery are applied.

Figure 27. Machine Templates Dialog Box

A possibility is available to edit the existing templates (add/delete control points,
edit ID and/or name). Also you can create your own templates.

Configuration
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Figure 28. Machine Template Dialog Box
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Control Order Group

Figure 29. Create Machinery Dialog Box, Control Order Group

In this group you can set intervals for the machine checks depenfing on its condition.
The period between checks may be set according to a calendar date (suitable for
regular operation machines), or according to the service life resource (for irregular
operation machines).
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Service Group

Figure 30. Create Machinery Dialog Box, Service Group

In this group you can set the date of the last machine repair and see the date of the
last check (measurement).
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Image Group

Figure 31. Create Machinery Dialog Box, Image Group

In this group you could select an image corresponding to this machine. This image
will be shown in the result view window on Scheme tab when choosing the machinery
in the equipment tree. All the machine control points will be presented on this image
as indicators with the last measured value at this point and the icon corresponding
to the current condition. The position of indicators and the pointers on the machine
image may be set by the user himself.
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Figure 32. Image of Machine with Indicators

After the Machinery is configured, you can change the entered parameters by
pressing <Enter> key or by choosing Configure item in the context menu.
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When the mnemonic scheme editing is enabled, it becomes possible to move the
control point indicators across the machinery image on the Scheme tab. You can
move indicators of the control points on the machinery image by pressing and
holding left mouse button For precision positioning where the control point is, set
the pointer by choosing the respective indicator so it is underlined and point the
sensor location by double clicking.

6.4. Alarm Level Setting
Choose Data tab on the Ribbon and press Alarms button for alarms settings.

Figure 33. List of Alarm Levels
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Figure 34. Alarm Level Setting Dialog Box

Alarm level setting consists of several stages:
1. Frequency Range Selection and Automatic Range Banding.
The upper and the lower limits of frequency range are set manually; their selection
is depending on such conditions as machine turning speed and if machine has
gears or rolling bearings etc. This should be determined by ananyst according to
machines this mask will be used for. You should then define the type of automatic
subrange dividing (quantizing). Two options are possible to set mask bands: linear
and logarithmic. For the linear option you can set the number of subranges manually,
and then the whole range will be automatically divided into regular frequency bands.
For the logarithmic option you can, additionally, choose a frequency span (1/1
octave, 1/2 octave, 1/3 octave). In this case the number of bands will be calculated
automatically.
2. Warning and Alarm Levels in the bands.
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The values of warning and alarm levels are calculated from the base value with
account for the specified factors (in dB or in %).
When no measurements marked as Base exist for this Alarm set then Measurements
table is empty and without Base value known all the levels calculated automatically
meaning Base value in the bands is equal to 1.
For further alarm mask update it is necessary to associate alarm set to the machine
control points (see Configuring Machinery Type, Points group):

Figure 35. Control Point Setting Dialog Box

Make then a series of measurements to optain the base levels according to the actual
data. This may be a sequence of measurements for one point or measurements
of different points in different machines of one type. After collecting a sufficient
number of measurements with this mask, you should attentively look through the
measured spectra and select those of them which may be considered corresponding
to the normal (good) condition of the machine. This selected measurements should
Configuration
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be marked as ‘Base’ in the spectrum properties dialog box.

Figure 36. Vector Data Properties

Update then actual thresholds for alarm limits for the mask. For that end, open
the required Alarm set dialog box. Since there are measurements marked as Base
all this measurements will be represented in Measurements table. Press Recalc
button. The Base levels will be calculated as the average for all the measurements
selected in the table. Analyze the values in Measurements table and exclude those
measurements which values strongly differ from the average values.
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Figure 37. Alarm Level Setting Dialog Box

3. Fine Tuning of Band and Alarm Limits.
When necessary, all calculated mask parameters (band limits, warning and alarm
levels) can be edited manually in Results table. After any parameter change in the
table, they can be visually found in the chart by pressing Apply button. If the manual
editing results are not satisfactory, they can be undone by pressing the respective
button.
If any prior information is available about which warning/alarm levels should be
present in the respective bands for this mask (e.g. from the equipment certificate),
the statistics collection stage may be omitted, and you can go to the manual editing
of the table of results in the course of creating a new alarm set.
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7. Loading Data to the Database
7.1. Routes
This function is available when operating such systems as BALTECH VP-3470 or
BALTECH VP-3460.
Route is a certain sequence of measurement points loaded to the measurement
system.
7.1.1. Creating Routes
The list of routes is displayed in Route window.
To create a route:
1. Right-click on Route window.
2. Select Add Route item in the displayed context menu.
3. Enter the new route name in the displayed dialog box and, if necessary,
comments, and press OK button. The new route will appear in the list of routes.
In the Device dropdown list you can select the device type for this route (at this
time only BALTECH VP-3460 and BALTECH VP-3470 devices are supported).

Figure 38. Create Route Dialog Box

4. To enter a Machinery to the route, select it in the equipment tree, and if there
are several routes in the list, select the required one and call the context menu in
the route list, select Add Machinery to the route item in the menu. The selected
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equipment node will be added in the route you selected. The machineries included
in the selected route are indicated in bold in the equipment tree. Generate a
route in such a way and load it to the device (see Loading Routes).
5. The machinery can be added to the route by dragging and dropping it from the
tree to the required route in the list.

After the route is created it can be edited or deleted. For this select the required
route, select Edit route in the context menu or Delete route. To delete a single
machinery from the route select machinery node in the equipment tree and using
the context menu of the route in the route list select Delete machinery from the
route.
7.1.2. Loading Routes
After you have configured all the required routes, you can load them to the device
to make measurements. For that end:
Connect the device to the computer with cable via RS-232 interface or USB.
1. Select the route in Route window. To load a number of routes, select them using
Ctrl or Shift keys.
2. Press Load button on the ribbon (also by double-clicking on the required route or
Load Route to Device item of the context menu in the list of routes). Load Route
to Device dialog box will be displayed on the screen with detailed instructions
on the sequence of operations at route loading. To load the route to the device,
follow the displayed instructions.
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Figure 39. Load Route Dialog Box

After making the route measurements unload the device.
7.1.3. Unloading Routes
After making the measurements, you can unload the measured data from BALTECH
VP-3460 or BALTECH VP-3470 systems to the software for storing in the database,
analyzing and viewing. To unload the route from the device:
1. Connect the device and the computer with cable via RS-232 interface or USB.
2. Press Unload button on the ribbon. The route measurements will be loaded to
the software.
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When working with several devices, before unloading the route, set the device to
be unloaded as a default collector in the general settings.

If a number of routes were loaded to BALTECH VP-3470 device, the route selection
dialog box will open first. Select one or several routes in the list which are required
to be transferred to DB.

Figure 40. Route List Dialog Box

3. Follow the instructions displayed in Unload Device dialog box.
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Figure 41. Unload Device Dialog Box

Press Done button after transfer is completed.
After unloading, the routes may be deleted from the device by pressing Delete.
The next stage is adding of new route data to the database. In the Route Load
dialog box you can change the measurement date and enter your comments to the
measurement taken.
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Figure 42. Loading Route Data to Database

During the load procedure the data is processed to evaluate the machinery condition.
The assessment results are displayed in the result window. Additional indication is
shown in the equipment tree as icons corresponding to the general condition of
machines.
- good
- satisfactory
- unacceptable
- not available (no measurements)
The main evaluation of the technical condition is made based on the RMS value
defined at configuration (vibration acceleration, vibration velocity, vibration
displacement). Additionally, spectrum analysis is made and compared with the mask
for the spectrum if alarm set was specified and configured. The overall evaluation
of the machine condition is made based on the worst measurement result of all
measurement points.
The condition assessment is made not only for specific machineries, but for all levels
of equipment tree hierarchy. The hierarchy level assessment is also carried out
according to the principle of «worst» condition at the lower level.
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7.2. Manual Input of Measurements
In case of simple vibration meters or vibration pens that have no route option you
could go route measurement writing down RMS values in printed route ticket. In this
case all the gathered data could be manually entered to Database.
To that end, select the required machinery in the equipment tree open Routes tab on
the Result window and press Add button. Enter each point measurement data in the
displayed dialog box and, if necessary, edit the additional data - measurement date,
In-service hours at the time of measurement, comments. Set as Start option is used
for the trend calculation. Check it on, if the measurement was conducted after a
serious machinery repair (e.g. after shaft alignment, balancing, bearing replacement
etc.). In this case the trends will be calculated starting from this measurement
(specifically, from the last measurement marked as Set as Start). Measurements
marked as Set as Start are indicated in the table in bold.

Figure 43. Routes tab for Machinery
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Figure 44. New Measurement Dialog Box

After new measurements have been created (either by unloading the routes or
manually), they can be edited (change the date, service life and comments),
wherefore on choosing the required measurement, press Change button in
Measurements bookmark, as well as the whole measurement can be deleted Delete button.

When entering measurements manually, there is no possibility add spectra and
waveform data (even if they were set up at the machinery configuration).
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When entering measurements by unloading the route, ‘In-Service’ and ‘Set as
Start’ fields are not filled out. Measurement date and Comments fields are filled
out automatically with the same values for all machines of this route. Therefore,
after the route data unloading, it is recommended to amend these data in order to
enter actual values for each machine.

7.3. Off-route Measurements
Measurements made off-route using BALTECH VP-3470 vibrometer-balancer and
stored in the device as reports, can be transmitted to BALTECH-Expert software. It
should be noted that unlike the routes, the off-route measurements are not bound
to specific equipment created in BALTECH-Expert database. The user determines
himself which reports should be stored for selected Machinery. Off-route tab in the
result window is intended for the work with off-route measurements.
Select a node of Machinery level in the equipment tree, for which off-route
measurements have been made, and go to Off-route tab.
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Figure 45. Off-route tab

Reports with off-route measurements loaded from the vibrometer are displayed in
Results table.
To print the off-route measurement record, select the measurement in the table and
press Report button. If the selected measurement in the table can be displayed as
a chart, then the respective Chart button will give a possibility to open the graphical
representation of display. Delete button allows deleting the stored report from the
database. To delete a number of reports all at once, select those in the table using
the mouse with Ctrl key pressed.
Change button opens an additional dialog box, in which you can edit Comment and
Operator properties of selected report. To load new reports with measurements, use
Add button.
The report loading procedure takes account of the fact that the device may store
reports related to different equipment. And it is assumed that the report files might
be previously transferred from the device to the computer.
After pressing Add button, a new Load Off-route Report dialog box is displayed.
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Figure 46. Load Off-route Reports dialog

The following parameters are preset by default for loading reports from the BALTECH
VP-3470 vibrometer-balancer:
Disk - ‘BALTECH VP-3470’;
Data folder - Reports;
File mask - *.*.
Before you start the loading, connect the device and PC with the respective cable
and set the required mode in compliance with the operation manual.
For BALTECH VP-3470 vibrometer-balancer you should enable one of the functions:
REPORTS-SEND TO PC or GENERAL SETTINGS-CONNECT TO PC.
With pressing Load Reports button, the software will try to receive from the device
connected for communication all the reports in which saved off-route measurements
are stored. In case of successful report transfer from the device, all of the reports
will be displayed in the report list.
When there are problems with communication (the device is not connected, the
required mode is not set, incorrect communication parameters etc.), the standard
file selection dialog box will be displayed. In this case, if the report files are stored
in another location, you can select the respective report folder and one or several
files in the folder, which you should add. If the software has successfully read the
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selected files, they will be displayed in the report list as if they have been read
directly from the device.

Figure 47. Completed Off-route Report List

Clear button allows you to clear the entire report list. Delete button deletes the
report file from the device itself. To save the selected reports to the database as
measurement results, you should press OK button. If the device contained reports
on different Machines, then you can select only those reports that are related to the
current Machinery in the equipment tree.

For easier determination of which measurements are related to one Machine and
which are related to another one, when saving the measurement in the device you
are recommended to enter a comment except for the report name, the comment
being transferred to the software. For example: Name - Control point ID, Comment
- Machinery ID.
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7.4. Balancing
The rotor balancing performed using BALTECH VP-3470 vibrometer-balancer and
stored as report may be transferred to BALTECH-Expert software. Similarly to the
off-route measurements, the user himself determines in which Machineries which
balancing reports should be saved. To work with the balancing results, Balancing tab
is meant in the result window.
In the equipment tree select a node of Machinery level, for which balancing was
carried out and go to the Balancing tab.

Figure 48. Balancing tab

Balancing reports are displayed in Results table.
To print the balancing record, select the required report in the table and press
Report button. Delete button allows deleting the stored report from the database.
To delete a number of reports all at once, select those in the table using the mouse
with Ctrl key pressed.
Change button opens an additional dialog box, in which you can edit Comment and
Operator properties of selected report. To load new balancing reports, Add button
is used.
The report loading procedure takes account of the fact that the device may store
reports related to different equipment. And it is assumed that the report files might
be previously transferred from the device to the computer.
After pressing Add button, a new Load Balancing Reports dialog box is displayed
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whose appearance is similar to the off-route reports loading dialog box.
The following parameters are preset by default for the mode of balancing
measurement loading from the BALTECH VP-3470 vibrometer-balancer:
•

Disk - ‘BALTECH VP-3470;

•

Data folder - ‘Reports’;

•

File mask - *.*.

Before you start the loading, connect the device and PC with the respective cable
and set the required mode in compliance with the operation manual.
For BALTECH VP-3470 vibrometer-balancer you should enable one of the functions:
REPORTS-SEND TO PC or GENERAL SETTINGS-CONNECT TO PC.
With pressing Load Reports button, the software will try to receive from the connected
device all the reports related to balancing. In case of successful report transfer from
the device, all of the reports will be displayed in the report list.
When there are problems with communication (the device is not connected, the
required mode is not set, incorrect communication parameters etc.), the standard
file selection dialog box will be displayed. In this case, if the report files are stored
in another location, you can select the respective report folder and one or several
files in the folder, which you should add. If the software has successfully read the
selected files, they will be displayed in the report list as if they have been read
directly from the device.
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Figure 49. Completed Balancing Report List

Clear button allows you to clear the entire report list. Delete button deletes the
report file from the device itself. To save the selected reports to the database as
measurement results, you should press OK button. If the device contained reports
on different Machines, then you can select only those reports that are related to the
current Machinery in the equipment tree.

For easier determination of which measurements are related to one Machine and
which are related to another one, when saving the measurement in the device you
are recommended to enter a comment except for the report name, the comment
being transferred to the software. For example: Name - sequence number of
balancing, Comment - Machinery ID.

7.5. Alignment
Shaft alignment performed using different alignment systems and stored as
reports may be transferred to BALTECH-Expert software. When working with shaft
alignment system, the user himself defines in which Machineries which alignment
reports should be saved, similar to the work with balancing reports and off-route
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measurements. Alignment tab is provided in the result window for the work with
shaft alignment results.
In the equipment tree select the node of Machinery level for which the shaft
alignment was checked and go to Alignment tab.

Figure 50. Alignment tab

Alignment reports are displayed in Results table.
To print the alignment record, select the required report in the table and press
Report button. Delete button allows deleting the stored report from the database.
To delete a number of reports all at once, select those in the table using the mouse
with Ctrl key pressed.
Change button opens an additional dialog box, in which you can edit Comment and
Operator properties of selected report. To load new balancing reports, Add button
is used.
The report loading procedure takes account of the fact that the device may store
reports related to different equipment. And it is assumed that the report files might
be previously transferred from the device to the computer.
After pressing Add button, a new Load Alignment Reports dialog box is displayed
whose appearance is similar to the report loading dialog box described in two
sections above.
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Figure 51. Load Alignment Reports Dialog Box

There is Device group box at top of dialog box. Initially default alignment device
given in the General settings is shown.
To change the shaft alignment system used for the current report loading, it is
enough to select the required system in the drop-down list of devices.
Each device has respective configuration parameters:
1. BALTECH SA-L
•

Port - default ‘COM1’ should be changed for the port created by the operating
system after the interface cable is connected;

•

Baud rate - 57600;

•

Data bits - 8;

•

Parity - None;

•

Stop bits - 1.

2. BALTECH SA-4300 and BALTECH SA-4300
•

Disk - BALTECH KVANT (or BALTECH SA - should be changed depending on
device firmware version);
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•

Data folder - ‘Reports’;

•

File mask - *.*.
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3. BALTECH SA-4600 and some of FIXTURLASER alignment systems
•

Disk - MSD GO;

•

Data folder - not filled out, disk root folder is used;

•

File mask - *.txt.

Before you start the loading, connect the device and PC with the respective cable
and set the required mode in compliance with the operation manual.
For BALTECH SA-4300 alignment systems you should enable one of the functions:
REPORTS-SEND TO PC or GENERAL SETTINGS-CONNECT TO PC.
With pressing Load Reports button, the software will try to receive all the reports
from the device connected for communication. In case of successful report transfer
from the device, all of the reports will be displayed in the report list.
When there are problems with communication (the device is not connected, the
required mode is not set, incorrect communication parameters etc.), the standard
file selection dialog box will be displayed. In this case, if the report files are stored
in another location, you can select the respective report folder and one or several
files in the folder, which you should add. If the software has successfully read the
selected files, they will be displayed in the report list as if they have been read
directly from the device.
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Figure 52. Completed Shaft Alignment Report List

Clear button allows you to clear the entire report list. Delete button deletes the
report file from the device itself. To save the selected reports to the database as
measurement results, you should press OK button. If the device contained reports
on different Machines, then you can select only those reports that are related to the
current Machinery in the equipment tree.

For easier determination of which measurements are related to one Machine and
which are related to another one, when saving the measurement in the device you
are recommended to enter a comment except for the report name, the comment
being transferred to the software. For example: Name - sequence number of
alignment, Comment - Machine ID.
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7.6. Thermography
You have a possibility to load to the database Thermal Imaging Survey records from
the infrared cameras. At this time a load images from BALTECH TR ThermaRed and
BALTECH TRD thermal imaging cameras is implemented. Default camera should be
set in General settings. Select the required Machinery node in the equipment tree.
If the Thermography is enabled in the General settings then in Result window (right
window) for Machinery you will have Thermography tab. Go to Thermography tab.

Figure 53. Thermography tab

There is Results table and additional group box of controls Thermography zones. Such
breakdown reflects the internal thermography data structure. For each machinery
any number of thermography zones could be set. Thermography zone means a
certain camera angle for shooting whole machine (or other object) or its part in
one go with specific survey parameters as environment condition and temperature
range. For each Thermography zone you can set palette and specify temperature
limits to evaluate machinery condition state: «good», «warning» or «alarm». You
can also specify Isothermic color in which thermogram areas with temperature above
the specified value and lower than the dew point will be shown. These parameters
can be edited in the thermography zone setting dialog box (Change button). Same
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dialog box, but with New Thermography Zone title, is used when creating a new
thermography zone (Add button).

Figure 54. Edit Thermography Zone Dialog Box

Accordingly, each machinery thermography survey is related to a certain
thermography zone. However there is a possibility to load thermograms without
using the thermography zone. In this case some thermogram processing features
(temperature trend plotting, limit settings etc.) are not used.
The Results table shows data of saved Thermal Imaging Survey records. The T
min/T max columns show the minimum and the maximum temperature values of
the thermogram. These temperature values are color coded according to limits.
Viewing and processing of thermogram is carried out by pressing Thermal image
button.
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Figure 55. Thermogram Window

Figure 56. Thermal Fusion Window
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Figure 57. Histogram

7.7. Additional Operational Parameters
You can add additional vibration parameters to the machines or arbitrary operational
parameters that characterize the machine operation. The examples of such
operational parameters are: bearing case temperature measured e.g. with the use
of BALTECH TL ThermaLine series pyrometers; lubrication properties monitored
by instruments for oil and lubrication analysis of BALTECH OA OilAnalysis series;
various electric parameters (currents, voltages) measured by standard I&C. These
operational parameter values are entered to the software manually. Any available
function of vibration value calculation from the existing waveforms and spectra
may be selected as vibration parameters. An example of vibration parameters may
be: excess calculated from waveform, RMS value of vibration acceleration in the
specified bandwidth in addition to RMS in a range of 10 - 1000 Hz which is displayed
in Routes tab. In case of vibration parameters, at the next route unloading to the
database, the configured additional parameters will be calculated from collected
data automatically.
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Others tab in the result window is intended for the work with all additional
parameters. Select a node of Machinery level in the equipment tree, for which
additional parameters are monitored, and go to Others tab.

Figure 58. Others tab

The Results table contains a list of operational parameter values stored for this
Machinery. To create, edit or delete the operational parameters, there are Add, Delete
and Change buttons in Parameters group box of controls. Add, Delete and Change
buttons in the bottom part of the results window are intended for measurement
control. Trend button opens a window with the trend chart of the parameter selected
in Results table. Charts button opens the archive data view window.
To add a new parameter, press Add button in Parameters group box. In the dialog
box you should set the new parameter properties in General group box of controls
and specify threshold levels in Limits group box. If the parameter being entered can
be calculated from the vibration data, then for precise definition of such parameter
properties you should press Calculate by Vibration Data button, and upon that
additional Computing and Parameters group boxes of control will be displayed.
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Figure 59. New Parameter Dialog Box

You can select a Quantity type from the list. In case the required Quantity is not
available in the list, you should enter the required name manually. The measurement
unit shall be entered in Units field. In Format field you should set output format used
in the table and the charts. The format line is entered according to the rules of C
language for printing output, as example %.1f for floating point number.
For any new parameter you should set a number of limit values. Min and Max set
the range for this Quantity. These parameters are mandatory; when a value exceed
these limits record is marked as Out of Range, i.e. is regarded as faulty, e.g. due
to the instrumentation malfunction. Besides, these limits are used when displaying
data on the charts. The remaining limits set the areas of warning and alarm values
and are not mandatory. HiHi value indicates the alarm level of operational parameter
at the top; Hi value is the warning level at the top. Lo value indicates the alarm level
of operational parameter at the bottom, LoLo value is the alarm level at the bottom.
If, for example, there are no limitations for the admissible values for this parameter
at the bottom, then the respective limits should be specified less or equal to the
minimum limit, and they will be simply ignored.
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It should be noted that the parameter measurement Quantity and the specific
set of limits form a unique group. The measurement unit and the output format
is associated with this group, and when changing it for one parameter, all other
parameters of the same group will use the new unit or format.
To add a parameter calculated from vibration data you will have to enter additional
data.

Figure 60. New Parameter Dialog Box for Vibration Parameter
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Parameter is created either for one point which should be selected from the dropdown list, or for all vibration points, for that end, you should select Create for
All Points in the list. You can create this parameter for a number of points on
choosing Additional item in the list and choosing then the required points in the
separate dialog box with the list of measurement points. Each point symbol will
be automatically added to the name of parameter. The software enables to make
calculations according to pre-defined algorithms. The required algorithm is selected
from the drop-down list that has more than 20 calculation algorithms. The third
field allows you to choose to which vibration signal notation this algorithm will be
implemented.
Additionally, for some algorithms you will have to input a certain number of functional
parameters, for example, for RMS calculation algorithm in the specified frequency
range you will have to enter the lower and the upper limits of this range.
The created parameter will appear in the table of results in the last column next to
the comment column.
To delete the parameter, select the respective column in the table and press Delete
button in Parameters group box. If no parameter column is selected in the table of
results, then Delete button will not be available.
To change the parameter properties Change button in Parameters group box is used.
Unlike creating a new parameter, when changing the existing parameter properties,
it is impossible to specify properties relating to the calculation from vibration data if
initially this parameter was not created like that.
On configuring the required parameters, to control the measurements of these
parameters, you should use Add, Delete and Change buttons in the bottom part of the
results window. To enter new measurements, press Add button. Measurement time
shall be input in the dialog box (current time by default) and an optional comment
to the measurement. It is not necessary to enter the values of all parameters, if
actually only some of them have been measured. You can leave Value field empty
for the unmeasured parameters.
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Figure 61. New Measurement Dialog Box

Change button opens the dialog box in which you can change both the date with the
comment and the data entered or calculated by algorithms.
To delete the stored measurements, select the respective line in the table of results
and press Delete button. If no line is selected in the table of results, Delete button
will not be available.
The current values and statuses of all additional operational parameters will be
displayed in the mnemonic machine scheme. Same as for vibration data, when
working with the mnemonic scheme, you can view the trend charts for operational
parameters from the context menu.
The current parameter condition affects the integral estimation of the entire machine
condition. For example, if the values of all vibration parameters are normal, but any
of additional parameters reach alarm state, the general machine condition will be
triggered to alarm.
The values of these additional parameters will also be displayed in the reports by
dates and by measurement list in a separate table.
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8. Data Analysis
Any scalar values stored in the database allow you to evaluate time trends of
parameters related to these values. Examples of scalar values are: overall vibration
level values in the route measured control points; temperature values received from
thermograms; other parameter values entered manually.
The software displays scalar values as a table in the respective tabs of the results
window. You have an option of viewing the archive data in graphic form, while
creating sets of graphic charts in wxChartView program module. For each parameter
you can create its trend. Additionally, for the vibration control points you can plot a
maximum value trend of overall level displayed in the results window in the Routes
tab. To evaluate the machine condition the software provides Trend analysis tool.
With waveforms or spectra saved in the database, the software enables receiving
a graphical representation of these data. To work with the waveform or spectra
archive, there is a separate wxAnalysis program module for vector data analysis.
One possible way of thermogram assessment is plotting a temperature distribution
bar chart both in the entire thermogram and according to the lines specified by the
user.

8.1. Viewing Trends
To view the single point data as a chart, select a point in the machine diagram, and
select Trend item in the context menu.

Figure 62. Machinery Point Context Menu

Archive graphics window will open, which displays the scalar value variations in time
and the trend line. The trend is calculated by polynomial algorithm. It should be
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noted that the yellow and red lines of alarm limits are not listed in the table part of
the chart. The parameter values are displayed on the chart as points. In the table
part of the chart an internal parameter Tag is displayed as the value line name. This
Tag is generated automatically for the vibration control points and is not related
to the control point name. In case of additional parameters the Tag matches the
parameter name.
When moving the cursor pointwise in the chart area, in the bottom table part, you
can keep track of the value and the condition at the date corresponding to a specific
measurement.

Figure 63. Archive Graphics Window

From the context menu in the equipment tree or directly on the scheme, as well as
with the use of Trend button in the Routes tab, you can select Maximum trend item
to plot a trend chart of overall vibration level change according to the maximum
vibration levels. In this case the value line is called Max.
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8.2. Trend Analysis
The trend analysis allows you to give an approximate estimation of the remaining
machine life. Assessment is made by approximation of results of overall vibration
level measurement in selected machine points and plotting a trend regression line.
The date of crossover of regression line and alarm level line specified for the machine
is taken as the date of machine outage.
To open the trend analysis, select the required machinery in the equipment tree.
Select Trend analysis item in the equipment tree context menu or in the machine
diagram context menu. A dialog box will open.

Figure 64. Trend Analysis Window

The measurement results are displayed on the chart as points; the value line is named
Measurements. The trend line (regression line) is displayed after the calculation
and is named Trend in the table area of the chart. A control point for analysis is
selected from drop-down list in Regression group box. The yellow and red lines
correspond to the specified alarm limits. The green vertical line corresponds to the
80
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last measurement which is flagged as Set as Start. The trend will be plotted starting
from this date. You need at least three measurements to plot a trend line.
The regression calculation algorithm may be changed by selecting the required one
from Algorithm drop-down list in Regression group box. Except for the polynomial
algorithm you can use simple linear approximation. The regression may be plotted
either by calendar dates or by in-service time. When you choose In-Service item in
Argument drop-down list, the trend chart will be replotted depending on in-service
hours which needs to be previously specified for the machine for each day of route
measurement.
In addition to the table part of the chart, there is Information group box of controls
in the top part of the window, where Date, In-Service, Value and Comment fields
show details of the measurement selected by cursor in the chart.
After selecting all analysis parameters, press Recalculate button for plotting the
regression line itself. The time scale of chart will be automatically readjusted to
display the date of crossover of the trend line and the alarm limit. This date will also
be displayed in the Predicted date of repair line.
To save the predicted date of repair in the database, press Save in DB button.

If the calculation algorithm fails to identify a certain (upward) trend from the
vibration signals, the predicted date will not be calculated. Perform regular
measurements of this machinery till a clear trend of increasing vibration appears,
which indicates a failure developing.

The Standard deviation (SD) in probability theory and statistics is a most common
indicator of dispersion of a random value relative to its mathematical expectation.
It is defined as a square root of variance of random value.
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8.3. Archive Data Charts
Arbitrary parameter change history may be analyzed in separate wxChartView
program module. Unlike trends, in which only one parameter value is displayed, in
the archive data charts window you have a possibility to create and view arbitrary
sets of charts, including combined sets of vibrational and additional parameters. To
start the work with sets of charts, select Chart Sets item in the machinery context
menu in the equipment window or in the Scheme tab of the results window. Pressing
Charts button in Others tab of the results window will produce similar action.

Figure 65. Machinery Context Menu

It should be noted that wxChartView program module is not related to the equipment
tree in the main Software, and it is not important which of machines was used to
open Archive Data Charts window.
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Figure 66. Archive Data Charts Window

In the top part of the window there is a ribbon with control buttons.
To the right charts are displayed. The name of active set of charts is displayed in
the status line.
To the left of the window hierarchal tree with sets of charts are displayed. The sets
may be grouped. It is possible to create similar hierarchy as is used in the equipment
window by mean of groups. To create a group, press Group (Add Group) button in
the ribbon and enter the name of the new group in the dialog box that appeared.
If you need to change the group name, first select this group in the hierarchal tree
using the left or right mouse button, then left-click once again to go to the field
editing. To create a new set of charts, select the group in which it shall be created,
and press Chart (Add Chart) button in the ribbon. You can edit the created set by
double-clicking on this set in the tree, or by using Settings button in the ribbon when
the set is selected in the tree.
The current set name is also displayed in the header of the chart set settings window.
When creating the new set, the window header is named ‘Untitled’.
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Figure 67. Chart Set Configuration Window

The chart set configuration window has three group boxes of controls: General,
Axes Y and Plots.
X-axis for all charts has the same common settings. Since one set may have
parameters with different units of measurement, for each new unit of measurement
its own Y-axis should be configured. To manipulate with Y-axis in the set use Add,
Delete, Configure, Copy buttons from Axes Y group box. The same buttons from Plots
group box is aimed to configure Plots. Additionally, you can change the sequence of
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plots by using the buttons with up and down arrows.
To add new parameters to the set, select the axis to which new parameters should
be bound in the list of created Y-axes, and press Add button in Plots group box.
Select the required parameters in the appeared list of available TAGs. You can use
machinery and measured value filters using the drop-down lists at the top of the
window. Using Ctrl and Shift keys, you can select a number of parameters all at
once, but take into account that these parameters should have the same units of
measurement.
Internal tag name is used as parameter name.

Figure 68. Select Parameters Dialog Box

After pressing OK button, the selected parameters will be added to the set. If settings
were not specified for the selected Y-axis to which parameters are added, then
Y-axis will be configured automatically in accordance with the added parameters.
After the new set has been completed, it will appear in the tree. When selecting the
set in the tree, the charts being a part of it are displayed to the right of the dialog
box. Alarm limits if specified for parameters will be displayed on the charts. You can
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set the X-axis start and end date by using respective fields in the ribbon. This allows
you to quickly synchronize the X-axis between various sets. To synchronize the
X-axis displayed time interval, configure X-axis for one of the chart sets and press
From Chart button in the ribbon. And the start and end dates in the ribbon will take
current X-axis settings of active chart set. On selecting another set of charts, press
To Chart button in the ribbon in order to view the other set in the same range of
dates. When launching Archive Data Charts window, for each chart set the X-axis
adopts such settings of start and end dates as are specified in the ribbon.

Figure 69. New Temperature Set of Charts

8.4. Viewing Waveforms and Spectra
To view spectra and waveforms of the latest route measurements, use Show
Spectrum and Show Waveform items, or Show Envelope Spectrum and Show
Envelope Waveform items of the context menu. The mentioned menu items are
displayed at those control points in the Scheme tab for which the respective spectra
and waveform storing is specified.
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Figure 70. Complete Point Context Menu

Chart button in Routes tab allows you to open for analysis spectrum and waveform
measured at specific date. With a number of measurements selected in the results
table, you can combine charts in one view window.
To view the off-route measurement spectra and waveform charts, use Chart button
in Off-route tab.
You can also open a separate window with spectrum or waveform chart from
wxAnalysis module for viewing vector data archive. Depending on how the chart
view window was opened and what properties the measurement itself has, the
analysis tools available to the user may differ.
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Figure 71. Waveform Window

Figure 72. Spectrum Window
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The spectrum and waveform view windows have a toolbar containing analysis tools
available for the chart.

Figure 73. Spectrum and Waveform analysis toolbars

Table 4. Analysis Tools

Tool

1.

Data Analysis

Description
Change of measurement
unit:
dB - decibels,
A - vibration acceleration
V - vibration velocity,
S - vibration displacement

Spectrum

Waveform

+

+

2.

Vector Data Properties

+

+

3.

Advanced computing

+

+

4.

Selection of averaging for
display

+

+

5.

Transfer function (Bode
plot) display

+

6.

Orbit display

+

7.

Polar graph display

+

8.

Filtred harmonic

+

9.

Filtration mode for orbit or
polar graph plotting

+

10.

Selection of fault
frequencies for display on
chart

+

11.

Number of harmonics
in display mode of all
harmonics of one fault
frequency

+

12.

AutoCorrelation display

+

13.

CrossCorrelation display

+

14.

Spectrum display

+
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Tool
15.
16.

Description
Weighting function for
spectrum plotting
Cepstrum display

Spectrum

Waveform
+

+

The following reference values are used as base for decibel conversion:
•

Vibration acceleration - 0.0003 m/s^2

•

Vibration velocity - 0.00005 mm/s

•

Vibration displacement - 0.000001 um

The vector data properties window called up for spectrum or waveform contains
two group boxes of controls: Editable and Properties. Properties gropbox has fields
with details about acquisition parameters. In the Editable group box you can change
the description of this measurement and assign a type to gathered data. From the
current list of measurement types the Base type is, additionally, used to generate the
basic level of vibration at spectral mask calculations when working with Alarm sets.
For any concrete measurement you can set or change machine turning speed that
could vary from specified during machinery configuration. When harmonic vibration
at the rotary speed prevails in the signal, you can use Auto button for automatic
calculation of rotation velocity.
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Figure 74. Vector Data Properties

With launching of advanced computing, Computing Scalar Data window opens with
Computing, Parameters and Result group boxes.
The list of available calculation algorithms depends on what data this calculation
window is launched for. Irrespective of the measurement unit that is used to plot
the data in the chart you can select any option Vibration Acceleration, Vibration
Velocity or Vibration Displacement to use for calculation choosing required value in
drop-down list of AVS field.
You will have to enter a certain number of parameters for some algorithms, for
example, for calculation of RMS in the specified frequency range you will have to
enter the lower and the upper limits of this range.
With Apply button pressed, the calculated value will appear in Result field. Hence,
there is a possibility to evaluate the actual values for various user parameters
calculated from the vibration data, and use this information when setting thresholds
during the work with additional parameters.
Data Analysis
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Figure 75. Computing Scalar Data Dialog Box

If during route measurement averaging was specified, then for the spectrum or
waveform chart you have a possibility to select the averaged signal display or display
of one of data sets used for averaging. In practical terms, displaying the averaged
waveform makes sense only in synchronous data collection.
If two-channel data measured with the use of BALTECH VP-3470 vibrometer have
been stored in the database as off-route measurements, then transfer function
and orbit plotting tools are available in the toolbar when viewing the charts. For
viewing the waveform in round-dial format use Polar Graph tool. Filtration mode
and harmonic allow you to filter out signal for the orbit chart or polar graph so that
only vibration on turning speed harmonics or in the low-frequency range up to the
specified rotation harmonic will be shown. Cross-correlation function is available
only for two-channel waveforms. Spectrum plotting function allows you to calculate
a spectrum for any waveform by using the selected weight window.
When viewing spectra, you can select in the toolbar the superimposition of fault
frequency lines. The number of fault frequency harmonics is specified in a separate
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field. It should be noted that to superimpose the rolling bearing fault frequencies on
the spectrum, you should meet the following conditions:
1. The bearing should be specified during vibration control point configuration.
2. The spectrum chart should contain only one route measurement.
3. The chart should open from the Routes tab or from the control point context
menu in Scheme tab: Show Spectrum or Show Envelope Spectrum.
4. The turning speed should be specified.
Additionally, the user can display harmonics of arbitrary frequency on setting the
fundamental frequency by double-clicking on the peak of interest. In the drop-down
list of fault frequencies a new frequency named Custom will be available. You may
open cepstrum plotting from any spectrum chart using the respective tool.

8.5. Work with Vector Data Archive
To manage the spectra and the waveforms related to the route measurements, there
is a separate wxAnalysis program module. To view the measurement archive of all
machine points, use Vectors archive item of context menu in the equipment window
or in Scheme tab of the results window. This item is available for the machines
having route measurements with stored vector data. If you have to analyze only
one type of vector data for the specific control point, you may select one of items
Spectrum Archive, Envelope Spectrum Archive, Waveform Archive, or Envelope
Waveform Archive in the point context menu in Scheme tab.
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Figure 76. Vectors Archive Window

In the top part of the window there is a ribbon with control buttons.
The right part of the window displays the chart of vector data selected in the data
tree. The data tree in the left part of the window is, in essence, a grouped list
formed as follows: each machinery control point meeting the filter by tag criteria
is represented as a group of each type of measurement. Inside the group all
measurements of respective type, that meet the by state criteria, are listed as dates.
The user specifies the date range for viewing the archive. The measurement status
icon displayed next to the measurement date is used for spectrum, when alarm
masks are used.
The ribbon consists of three tabs: General, Filters and Archive. In the right part of
the ribbon there is About button.
Tools for work with selected vector data are located in General tab. The Data tree
group buttons allow you to expand or collapse the measurement list in the tree.
Changing the vibration units used to display the active chart is carried out with the
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use of buttons located in the respective Units group. The Details group contains
tools Properties, Computing and Show. Using Show tool or Show list in one chart
item in the context menu you can select a number of measurements of one type in
the data tree to view several spectra or waveforms in separate window. If you need
to add measurements to such a chart, you can simply drag and drop them from the
data tree to the open view window using the mouse.

Figure 77. General Tab Tools

Filters tab in the ribbon contains data selection tools for tree building.
When you call the vector data archive window for one type of measurements, filter
by tag option is not available. Excess by the spectrum of warning or alarm mask may
be a selection criteria - in this case all waveform and envelope measurements will be
hidden, and only those spectral data will be included into the list where the specified
mask is exceeded. Filtration by type collected data specified in the vector data
properties allows you to select, for example, all measurements which are marked as
Base for mask building. To select data by measurement date, you can use Start date
and End date tools. To apply filters to the data tree, press Update button.

Figure 78. Filters Tab Tools

To delete vector data from the archive, you can use Archive tab tools.
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Figure 79. Archive Tab Tools

Delete unknown button allows you to delete from the base all vector data which
have Unknown type left. Delete all button allows you to delete all vector data.
It should be noted that when deleting data with the use of the ribbon tools, all data
are deleted irrespective of the specified selection criteria.
To delete specific measurements, you are recommended to use Delete item in the
data tree context menu.
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9. Charts
9.1. General
Chart control is designed for convenient and prominent representation of numeric
data sets. In our case data set is a single-dimension array of any data depending
on one parameter. In most cases the data are measured values of some operational
parameter depending on time. For example, turbine plant rpm in certain moments
of time. Another example is spectral representation of signals showing amplitude
versus frequency response characteristic. There is some uncertainty in the existing
terminology. Chart is often referred to as an entire «chart» object, as a whole, and
also as a separate set of data displayed on it. To be specific, in this manual we will
use the term ‘chart’ to designate the chart object as a whole, while for a separate
set of data displayed on the chart we will use the term ‘plot’.
A number of plots may be displayed on one chart. In this case, if the values
themselves or their dimensions are different with different plots, then for clarity
the chart will have a number of Y-axes (ordinates). X-axis (abscissa) is always one
irrespective of the number of plots displayed.
An example chart window is given in figure below.
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Figure 80. Example Chart Window

1. Plot display area.
2. Y-axis.
3. X-axis.
4. Legend.
5. Table.
The ‘chart’ object has a number of display areas. The area where the plots themselves
are drawn (1), separate areas for each axis (2)(3), optional additional area of legend
(4). The non-graphic part is a separate area in the form of a table (5) in which data
on each chart plot is displayed.
The respective object matches each area of the chart. Each separate plot also
represents the respective object. From the user’s point of view each object is
characterized by a certain set of properties - attributes. These sets of properties
are different for different types of objects. Most of these properties are available for
setting by the user. The examples of such properties are color or line width. We will
focus in detail on the properties of separate object types in what follows.
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9.2. Interactive Capabilities of Charts
The ‘chart’ object itself is intended for the user’s convenience to interact with it using
standard features of the graphic user’s interface - GUI, represented in the modern
operating systems, e.g. Windows. For that end, various options are used such as
mouse control, pop-up menus, and dialogs. Many operations on chart control and
setting may be fulfilled by a number of various ways; the user can choose himself
which way is more convenient for use in this particular situation.
To systemize a large number of features for chart control and setting we will describe
them in the terms of respective objects such as ‘axis’, ‘plot’ etc.

9.3. Chart Axes
As mentioned above, there is always only one X-axis on the chart for independent
variable and one or more Y-axes for plot values. X-axis is always horizontal; Y-axes
are respectively vertical. Each plot displayed on the chart is associated with one of
Y-axes. The main purpose of the axis is to specify the respective variable range for
displaying the plot. The remaining properties of the axis, such as color, line width,
format, and label font are in fact decorative.
The range is specified by two properties of ‘axis’ object: minimum and maximum
values. There are several ways of setting these axis attributes. The most intuitive
is the use of mouse pointer. When left-clicking with the cursor in the area of the
respective axis, the cursor assumes a double-arrow shape, horizontal for X-axis (↔),
vertical for Y-axis ((↕). In this condition, movement of the cursor produces respective
shift of the axis as a whole, at which time minimum and maximum change by an
equal value and the axis scale does not change. If before left-clicking you press
Shift key, the mouse cursor will change its icon to the magnifying glass image. In
this condition, the cursor movement produces an axis scale change. Both described
actions also may be carried out with the use of the scroll wheel in the mouse, which
is especially convenient when scrolling a large amount of data along X-axis. Except
for the mouse control, you can also use the keyboard. To move along X-axis, use
Charts
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keys with ←→ arrows, along Y-axes use ↓↑ keys. As in the case of the mouse, Shift
key is used for changing the scale. Except for the described methods of range
changing along one axis, the user can change the scale along two axes all at once,
when working with the chart display area.
The scaling method with the use of the mouse is very simple and intuitive, but
not always convenient. There is another method for accurate selection of the axis
minimum and maximum. For that end, you should double-click beside the field of
minimum and maximum display (within 10% of all axis range from its respective
limit). Eventually, an input field will appear in which the current minimum and
maximum values are displayed.

Figure 81. Maximum Y-axis Input

In this field you can enter the new desired value for this variable and press Enter
key; the change will be displayed on the chart at once. It is important to note that
the new value is validated, and in particular, for being a number and, what is very
important, the new maximum should be greater than the existing minimum and
vice versa. If incorrect data have been entered, the entry will be rejected and the
parameter value will not change!
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One important option is a possibility to automatically select a scale for the axis. In
this case the software finds minimum and maximum for this axis based on the actual
sets of data in such a way that all data along this axis appear on the chart. This
method of range setting is available with right-clicking in the area corresponding to
the axis. In doing so, the pop-up menu displayed below will appear.

Figure 82. Х-axis Context Menu

Selecting Reset Axis item will produce the desired result. Show Grid item hides or
displays the coordinate grid along the axis. Setup item calls the dialog box with all
axis attributes. The dialog box is shown in the figure below.

Figure 83. Setting Х-axis Attributes
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In the top part you can see a view of axis with current attributes as a sample, in
the bottom part there are controls for setting the axis. The following properties can
be set up in the dialog box: minimum and maximum — one more way to specify
a range for the axis; axis drawing location (axis area display relative to the chart
area); logarithmic scale of this axis; axis title and label format; time zone (when
configuring the time axis). The user can enable or disable the display of grid along
this axis and set the fixed width of area assigned for the axis display.
The axis position relative to the chart is set as follows: for X-axis the normal position
is on the underside of chart, for the inverse position – on top, for Y-axis respectively
– left and right. If the chart contains a number of Y-axes, you can set their positions
independently.
For the logarithmic scale it is important to mention that a logarithm can be obtained
only for positive variables. If the range of values displayed on the axis goes to the
negative area, or if there are zero values, then check box for logarithmic scale
becomes unavailable.
Axis Pen and Grid Pen buttons call the dialog box of the ‘pen’ object setting,
respectively for drawing the axis and grid lines.
Text objects may be, additionally, configured in the separate dialog box of text
attributes which is called by Change buttons for the title and the labels.
Set Pen Attributes dialog box is standard in the system of charts and is used similarly
for identical objects, as for example axis pen and grid pen.
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Figure 84. Set Pen Attributes

As is the case with the most dialog boxes, the current appearance of the object
being configured is shown in the top part. The setting attribute group contains fields
with drop-down lists that allow you to set the color, style, pen width, optionally the
pen tip shape and a method of line segment connection.
An example selection of one of attributes is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 85. Pen Color Selection

The Set Text Attributes dialog box for different text objects is in many respects
similar to the text attributes dialog shown below. A more detailed description of
text object properties may be found in the section dedicated to the work with text
comments.
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Figure 86. Set Text Attributes

9.4. Plots
Single ‘plot’ is also object. You have two ways of access to the properties of plot
objects. The first way to precisely position the mouse cursor to the proximity of a
separate point on the plot and select Setup item in the context menu but it is often
not very convenient. The more convenient way is to use the table area in the bottom
of the chart. When right-clicking on the table line corresponding to the required plot,
the selected plot pop-up menu will appear.
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Figure 87. Table Area Context Menu

In the menu you can immediately select one of the main pen parameters, by which
this plot is drawn: Pen Width, Pen Style, and Pen Color, or call the pen properties
dialog box with Setup... Set Plot Attributes dialog box is shown below.

Figure 88. Set Plot Attributes

In this dialog box Min and Max fields are not editable; they display the actual
minimum and maximum of this plot. The Length field shows a quantity of data using
which the plot is constructed. Check box Visible enables or disables the plot display
on the chart; the same result can be achieved by double-clicking on the table line of
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the respective plot. Pen button calls the standard dialog box of the plot pen setting.
Plot style element allows you to select the plot drawing style: Line, Bars, Points,
Steps, Wide bars (Histogram), and Connected points. The remaining fields are text
fields; they are designed for entering additional data on the plot in the table part of
the chart – description (name), units of measurement, additional description.

Figure 89. Archive Data Charts Window with New Set

9.5. Chart As a Whole
The Chart object also has a set of configurable properties. To make them available,
it is enough to right-click on the area of plot display. A context menu will appear with
a large set of options. It is important to take into account that you should call this
menu when the cursor is not placed upon one of the plot points or the text on the
chart, otherwise the plot or the comment context menu will be displayed.
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Figure 90. Chart Area Context Menu

A number of sections are represented in the menu:
•

storing the chart as image for further documenting

There are two options: saving image as a file (BMP, JPEG, PNG formats) or copying
the image to the clipboard.
•

changing the chart scales

Reset Scales and Reset Y Scales items are similar to the corresponding menu item
for a separate axis but they reset all axes (or all Y-axes) of the chart. Unify Y Scales
item allows you to automatically set one scale (i.e. same min and max) for all Y-axes.
•

receiving a hard copy (printing) of the chart.

Here you have a possibility to set the page format and preview the printout.
•

working with graphic cursor

•

calling the Set chart attributes dialog box of the entire chart – Setup...

•

insertion of additional text comment

Besides all the listed ways of zooming along axes, there is one more possibility. If you
press the left mouse button in the area of plot drawing, the cursor icon will change
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to a four-pointed arrow, and the chart as a whole may be moved in all directions. If
at this moment Shift key was pressed (the cursor will change to a magnifying glass
shape), when moving the cursor, a rectangular area will distinguish itself (marked
with a dotted line) and with the release of the left button, the distinguished area
will occupy the entire chart. This operation may be accomplished many times, which
allows you to easily ‘magnify’ the chart fragment in interest and to see all the small
details. To go back to the normal scale, it is most convenient to use Ctrl-R hot key,
which corresponds to Reset Axes menu item.
The main Set chart attributes dialog box is as shown below.

Figure 91. Set Chart Attributes

Attributes of all other chart objects could be set from this dialog box – axes, plots,
text comments. You can change the chart title, background color of the entire window
– Background; fill color of the plot drawing area – Brush. This button is available
when Use checkbox is selected, otherwise this fill color is set as ‘transparent’ and
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Background color is used to fill plot drawing area.
Legend area may be called to the chart to the right or to the left of plot drawing
area. Using the legend is especially useful for documenting and printing, because
the bottom table part of the charts is not saved in this case.

9.6. Text Comments
You can add additional text annotations — comments. Comments help perform
graphical data representation for the report, but they are not saved with the window
closing.
To add a new comment, use the pop-up menu of the chart area. You can change the
entered comment via the context menu by right-clicking on the comment itself or in
the chart attribute dialog box by selecting the required comment and then pressing
Change button. To enter the comment, use the text field settings dialog box. The
appearance of this dialog box is somehow different from the previous title properties
dialog box, but in general it has a standard set of text attributes.
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Figure 92. Set Text Attributes

The comment text being entered can be divided into several lines. The font is
set in a separate Windows dialog box which is called up by Font button. When
necessary, instead of the transparent background the user can set the area filling
under the text comment with solid color. Positioning and alignment attributes which
are standard for all text fields allow to center the text in the output field, the angle
attribute allows to position the text vertically or horizontally. Unlike other text fields,
settings related to the binding of the text field itself are additional attributes. Except
for binding to extreme positions or center of the plot display area and indentation
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of these positions in pixels, you can set binding to the axis in its dimensional units.
When working with a number of plots, Y-coordinate binding uses the dimension of
the first axis in the list of available axes.

9.7. Graphic Cursor
The graphic cursor keeps track of the mouse cursor position above the plot drawing
area and allows reading the plot values in the current position. These values are
displayed in the Value column in the table part of chart. The cursor is either a vertical
line or both vertical and horizontal lines when Cross Cursor option is enabled. The
current position of the cursor itself is displayed in the respective axes. When the
graphic cursor is disabled, the lines and labels of the cursor current position are not
displayed, but the current values of plots are always displayed in the table part.
An additional cursor option is its snapping to nearest point. In the normal mode
the graphic cursor moves across the plot area following the mouse cursor. If Cursor
snap to point mode is enabled, the graphic cursor is always bound to the nearest
X-axis point of a certain plot which is active. Initially, the very first plot is active. To
change the active plot, you should left-click on the respective line in the table part
of chart. A chart with cross cursor is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 93. Cross Cursor Snapped to Point

When necessary (if for example you don’t have a mouse), you can move the cursor
using the keyboard. With Ctrl key pressed, use ←→ arrows to move the cursor
horizontally and ↓↑ arrows to move the cursor vertically.

Pressing Ctrl-X combination allows locking the current cursor position.
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10. Reports
Reports created by the software are drawn from the templates located in Report
folder which is located in BALTECH-Expert software installation folder, for example:
C:\Program Files (x86)\BALTECH-Expert\Report.
When calling a certain report, the software creates a scratch file of HTML format in
BALTECH-Expert folder located in the user document folder and opens this report
for viewing in wxReportView program module.

Figure 94. Report Viewer Window

Using the tools located in the ribbon you can save the report, open it for viewing
or editing in other software, print the report out on paper. The ribbon tools are
duplicated in the report context menu.
When saving the report using Save button, the report file will not be deleted after
closing the report viewer window. Save as button allows saving HTML-file with
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report in any folder selected by the user. It should be noted that with OpenOffice or
LibreOffice software package installed with additional Proton.oxt extension (supplied
with BALTECH-Expert installation disk), you have a possibility to save the report in
OpenDocument (ODF) or Portable Document Format (PDF) formats.
The group of Open tools in the ribbon contains buttons to open report for editing or
viewing in the third party software: Word text editor from Microsoft Office Suite and
Writer text editor from OpenOffice or LibreOffice Suite if either mentioned software
is installed and button to show report in the Internet Browser that lunch Browser
that set as default in the operating system. The report being viewed is passed to the
browser or text editor for further work. The Print group tools allow setting the page
parameters and print the report on paper.
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